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Abstract 

This paper tries to project how the traditional African women caught in the patriarchal 

issues worked hard to come out   of the norms framed by the society. Though contemporary 

African society is projected in the novel we find women struggling to come out of the 

indiscrimination caused to them as it was a male dominated society. The novel shows the 

shift from the break of traditions of African society and the emergence of modernism. It is the 

story that talks about gender equality, the struggle a traditional African woman undergoes in 

the male dominated society. We also find the perspective of the main protagonist  from  a 

woman’s point of view creating a double vision.   

Introduction: Buchi Emecheta a female African writer was born in Lagos and 

migrated to London to earn her livelihood. In her novels she projects the traditional African 

society and also the inclination of women towards modernity. They also talk about the 

changing roles played by modern African women and also fighting against the patriarchal 

rules of polygamy. 

Marginalization of women: We find the protagonists held up in the conflict of their personal 

desires and the norms of the society. The writer  also reveals the painful realities of social 
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differentiation, of predetermined sex roles that leave women in a marginalized and 

disadvantageous position. While they are trying to move away from it sticking on to the 

contemporary feminism they are trying to be modernistic. Emecheta belongs to the group of 

women writers who form the corpus of African feministic writings. 

 The novel Double yoke deals with the two faces of a woman who wants to be an 

academician as well as a good house-wife “Oh mother, I want to have both the worlds, I want 

to be an academician and I want to be a quiet, nice and obedient wife, the type you all want 

me to be…..(94).In this novel we can find  the construction of  gender  identity. Right from 

the childhood awareness is brought among children. If it is a girl child to be submissive, if it 

is a boy educating him about his privileges and the social expectations from both the genders.   

She is going to be sure academician and a mother (159).The novel Double Yoke projects the 

culture from Europe to Post-colonial Africa. Africa is projected as a contemporary place, 

where we find women in good  positions and it also shows the break of tradition to 

modernity. The novel starts with the introduction of Miss Bulewao an English Professor who 

comes to Calabar University and talks about gender equality. 

Ete Kamba a student of final year is learning creative writing from Miss Bulewao.The 

students were given an assignment to write an imaginary story on how Nigeria would be 

according to them.Emecheta presents the main protagonist of the novel  Nko as a modern 

woman with whom Ete Kamba has to adjust.Ete kamba thinks like a traditional male with his 

dominant character and wants Nko according to his framework. 

“ He would like her to be younger than he was and to be in a lower grade at school------He 

would like to live with a woman who would be like his mother, with a difference, she must be 

well educated. Yes, that was the type he would like. A very quiet and submissive woman, a 
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good cook, a good listener, a good worker and a good mother with a good education to 

match. But her education must be a little less than his own; otherwise they would start talking 

on the same level”.(26) 

He wanted a virgin, an educated virgin, nice wholesome unspoilt for his bride when 

he qualified. And a virgin he was going to have(54)Nko happily accepted Ete kamba with all 

his masculine qualities and totally surrenders herself. She allows him to go all the way and 

gave him everything.Ater the sexual encounter Ete Kamba was left with a question of 

whether “was Nko a virgin”? (53) Was that what had been worrying him”? He could not say 

for sure because he did not know. Stupid him, he did not check.”(53) . 

When  Nko met him in his room at Calabar University she was surprised with Ete kamba’s 

question “You are not a virgin are you”? 56 He also observes the sadness on her face “ She 

had witted like a tender flower that had been molested by a strong wind.(56) Ete Kamba 

started humiliating Nko and challenging her character. Buchi Emecheta in her novels projects 

the  characters who are entrapped between their -“tribal customs and their attraction to 

cultural modernity.”(Vicki K. Janik).In the words of Simon de Beauvoir “One is not born, but 

rather becomes a woman. No biological, psychological or economic fate determines the 

figure that the human female presents in society; it is civilization as a whole that produces 

this creature, intermediate between male and eunuch, which is described as feminine. 

(Beauvoir, The Second Sex) 

Nko was a very ambitious and determined girl.She was ready to do any thing that 

makes her own a degree. “Nothing could beat the excitement and hope with which girls like 

Nko looked at university life.”(92) She wanted to get the privileges of getting educated, 

earning degree, because women did not enjoy all these kind of privileges like men and  were 

confined more to their domestic spheres, rather than moving in a society as an educated 
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woman or a leader. In this novel though Africa is projected as a contemporary society, we 

still find the patriarchal issues which placed women in the marginalized position and male in 

the superior position.    

She also dreamt of marrying Ete kamba and have children with him.Nko felt that she was 

very lucky because she had Ete Kamba with her and her mother who was very much caring. “ 

An educated girl these days was not expected just to be a financial assistant  to her husband, 

but had to be so to her family as well.” (95) 

There were other girl students in the university who were also struggling to complete their 

education trying to impress the people around.One day Nko goes to meet Dr Sister, Mrs Edet 

in her office to get her essay’s corrected. She was approachable but not the best 

lecturer.Dr.Edet was very happy to receive her. There Professor Ikot was in Dr.Edet’s office. 

“ His eyes switched from Dr.Edet onto Nko.” (pg107). Dr.Edet observed the switching over 

to Nko.She warns Nko to indirectly to stay away from him otherwise she will not be awarded 

any degree. Prof Ikot  said he is going supervise  Nko’s work.” (p 109).We find women like 

Dr.Edet who are hypocrates and pose themselves as traditional women. 

“ I am going to supervise Nko’s work.”(pg109) said prof Ikot. He told Nko to visit his office 

twice a week Tuesdays and Thursdays. Nko was shocked. “ Hot tears almost blinded Nko  as 

she tumbled out of Dr Edet’s office”(pg109) 

She remembered her goal. She felt that she was a simple girl whose desire  was to be 

a modern wife with a good career. She wanted good education inorder to take care of her 

family. But she understood the intention of Prof Ikot .She started feeling what her mother told 

her. A woman is always understood in terms of a man. “Woman is defined and differentiated 

with reference to man and not he with reference to her; she is the incidental, the inessential as 
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opposed to the essential. He is the Subject, he is the Absolute ― she is the Other. (Beauvoir, 

The Second Sex).We can imagine how women were positioned in the society.Nko was 

sexually exploited by Prof Ikot, impregnated and became victim of male power.  

“ Women like her were being presented with a kind of Double Yoke.She was now 

expected to carry the two yokes and to come out smiling at the end.”(109). 

Again she started questioning herself whether she has taken a right decision to come to the 

university.She also knew that in order to take the degree she has to please the Professor and 

the Professor is going to exploit her “If her degree is going to cost her that much, she was 

going to take her gamble.” (110) 

We find a change in Nko’s appearance.Nko felt happy when her friends appreciated 

her that she was looking good with the changes that she made in her appearences.She started 

going out bare headed rather than tying the scarf. “She still wore her head scarf, though only 

when it was necessary “ (pg 133) whenever she visited Prof Ikot she met him bare headed. 

Whenever she went to Prof Ikot’s office she could hear him telling others that he has to 

supervise Nko’s work.Nko felt very bad. She felt that there is no question of going back She 

felt that earning the degree this way will make her get a bad name and loose Ete kamba.She 

made up her mind. She should earn a degree and be a bad woman, feminist or a career 

woman and fight for her rights throughout her life.  

Nko doesn’t find any way out and becomes a victim of sexual exploitation by Prof 

Ikot.When she says that she should be rewarded with a first class honors degree for the 

sacrifices she made.Prof Ikot said that it is not that easy to get a degree and she has to work 

very hard.She threatens the professor that she is going to tarnish his image if he is not going 

to give her the degree. Tony bennetts comments on Nko’s subject “The ground on which the 
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text produces it’s effect consists not of naked subjectivities but of individuals interpellated 

into particular subject positions within a variety of different -and sometimes contradictory 

ideological formations”. 

She becomes pregnant, but her ambition is not put aside. She felt that she will have 

her baby and continue her studies. She thought that she will have her baby in the village and 

come back to the university and complete her studies. Her mother and other roommates help 

her and gives moral support to her.Ete was totally shattered. He felt had he not gone to Prof 

Ikot to talk about Nko’s virginity, prof Ikot wouldn’t have exploited Nko.  

We find a  changing culture in African communities. We also find unethical behavior 

in the society like Professor Ikot’s exploitation of Nko and Nko’s bottom power to get a first 

class degree. Nko felt what she thought earlier and what she had become now.”What has 

happened to the  girl whose only dream was to be a good wife and a mother.Has she gone 

forever? (153). Analyzing the phrase “bottom power” from the feministic view Marie Umeh, 

Katherine frank and Florence Stratton give different interpretations. “She regards sexual 

negotiation or prostitution as a means of confronting male domination.” 

When Ete says that ‘she should go away and hide her shame’, Nko acquires a kind of 

independence’ through her refusal to submit to his categories.(160) 

The ending of the novel shows Prof Bulewao appreciating the students for creative writing. 

She congratulates Ete for portraying Nko as a modern woman and questions Etekamba that 

why he did not become a modern man. Though Ete kamba felt that he doesn’t have to do 

anything with the shameless Nko.When her father dies it was Ete kamba who accompanies 

her to the village. 
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Conclusion:The novel Double Yoke shows the conflict between the goals and the 

personal desire.The main intention of the novel is to bring gender equality among the 

oppressed community of Nigeria.The novel is one of the best works of criticism. Towards the 

end of the novel we find Buchi Emecheta in the form of Miss Bulewao."You'll be surprised to 

know that many famous writers write autobiographically." (DY 156). Nko has been depicted 

by Emecheta as a forward-thinking girl who wants to be an independent woman, an 

academician and wants to be a good home maker and take of her family, parents, sister, 

brothers. In the process of carrying Double Yoke, double burden she lost her self-respect, 

image, by surrendering herself to the sexual needs of the professor. Nko was very assertive in 

earning a degree rather than losing her character. 
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